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The paper is focusing on a comparison of CH4 fluxes from an Italian rice paddy as mea-
sured by chamber and EC measurement techniques. Though it is useful to compare
both techniques and since this certainly increase our understanding of advantages
and disadvantages of different measuring techniques it would be helpful if the authors
would be more critical with regard to their own data evaluation (see below) and data
interpretation.

The major objective of the paper is to compare flux measurements by chambers with
those of EC. However, this requires some more lines explaining the experimental set-
up (e.g. position of chambers in relation to the EC-tower), data evaluation (use only of
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data when wind direction was appropriate) and foot print analysis. The statement that
a foot print analysis revealed that 80% of the fluxes were coming from the respective
rice paddy field is surely not sufficient for a chamber-EC comparison study. Moreover,
for such an objective one should also consider uncertainties of both measurement
techniques (why were chambers closed for 90 min? in view of the magnitude of fluxes
a closure time of max. 30 min is sufficient) as well as spatial variation (specifically
for chambers) and should consider to measure chamber fluxes not only once per day
at 12 (why was this time chosen, there are reports about when to sample best to be
representative for estimating daily fluxes and it would have been easy to define an own
protocol). In view of insufficient data evaluation a difference of 30% between chambers
and EC measurements is unlikely to be significant. Consequently, wording in parts of
the discussion/ results and abstract sections need to be changed and data evaluation
should be improved.

Diurnal variations: I think that the discussion here may profit a lot from including infor-
mation from previous publications. Specifically with regard to CH4 emissions from rice
paddies and diurnal and seasonal patterns there is plenty of information available. It
seems that the authors are not fully aware about results of previous research, therefore
I provided some examples below. There is also a wealth of information on CH4 emis-
sion from rice paddies in Italy, also including EC measurements (Werle and Kormann
2001) and it would be good to see a discussion of own results as compared to previ-
ous finding e.g. with regard to magnitudes, seasonality, drivers and cumulative fluxes.
Since I am assuming that measurements also included CO2 fluxes it would be of addi-
tional interest if results from the study of McMillan et al. (2007) about the stochiometry
of CH4 and CO2 fluxes can be confirmed. Moreover, the authors only measured net
fluxes and have not investigated pathways of CH4 production and oxidation or emis-
sion pathways. Therefore, major parts of the discussion on drivers of CH4 emissions
is rather speculative and not well confounded by previous findings (see e.g. Frenzel et
al., 1992, or ButterbachBahl et al 1997).
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